Earth
Since the Desire was to work with an overall sustainable design and building process, earth was
chosen for the constructive building material. Compared to most other materials, and especially
compared to concrete, earth construction has climatic and economical advantage. It also poses an
advantage from an environmental perspective because of the elimination of long transports of material since local earth is used. Earth is also a building material that has a long history and tradition in
this area.

1.
1.Sheet Copper capping

The house is built by earth blocks. The method chosen is called CSEB, which stands for “Compressed
Stabilized Earth Blocks”. It is a technique developed by, among others, the Auroville Earth Institute
in India. Local earth or clay is analyzed and a recipe with several different aggregates for a stable and
more durable mixture is thereafter developed. The blocks are then pressed by a machine and the drying process is carefully monitored in order to produce high quality earth blocks.

EARTH
vs.
CONCRETE

2.
Stabalized earth waterproofing / plaster			
Metall sheet by rainwater gutter
Tile vaulting, CSEB (70mm)				

EARTH BLOCK
vs.
FIRED BRICK

~10mm
210mm

3.Solar panels; supporting a on site electricity production

30C

outdoor temp

25C
EARTH BLOCK hose

20C

LOCAL MATERIAL FOR LOCAL USE

4 times less CO2 emissions

concrete house

4 times less energy consumption

3.

IN HOUSE PRODUCTION FOR IN HOUSE USE
2.

Motorized presses
BLOCK HOLLOW INTERLOCKING 295
Use

Details

Earth Brick Press and Block Data, www.earth-auroville.com

These blocks are used for building disaster
resistant constructions, as it has provisions for
vertical and horizontal reinforcing elements.
They can be used only for ground floor
structures in seismic zones 3 and 4 (Indian
zones).

Full block size (L x W x H, in mm) = 295 x 145 x 95
Net volume of material = 3.800 Litres
Gross volume of block = 4.063 Litres
Bearing area = 384 cm²
Void = 9.3 %
Practical daily productivity for the full size block = 500 Nos.
Number of blocks per bag = 109

Quantities of materials
per 1000 Blocks
Soil: 5.48 (m3)
Sand: 1.37 (m3)
Cement: 9.14 (bag)

BLOCK PLAIN INTERLOCKING 295
Use

Details

These blocks can be used by semiskilled
labour.
They can be used for ground floors only.

lime %

cement %

They cannot be used for building disaster
resistant constructions, as it has no provisions
for reinforcing elements.

Motorized presses

+

Hydraulic press - India

Quantities of materials

Use

These blocks are used for building disaster
resistant constructions, as they have
provisions for vertical and horizontal
reinforcing elements. They are dry stacked
and a concrete grout is cast in the holes to
bind all vertical and horizontal joints.
They can be used only for ground floor
structures in seismic zones 3 and 4 (Indian
zones).

clay

Pact 500 – France

5.80 (m )
1.40 (m3)
9.75 (bag)

4.
Masonry one brick wall, Flemish bond,
CSEB Block Plain 240 (240x120x90mm)		
/ Block Plain 290 (290x140x90 where the
vault spans longer distances)
Wall reinforcment, where needed				

Full block size (L x W x H, in mm) = 390 x 190 x 90
Net volume of material = 4.582 Litres
Gross volume of block = 6.669 Litres
Bearing area = 520 cm²
Void = 29.7 %
Practical daily productivity for the full size block = 600 Nos.
Number of blocks per bag = 95

Quantities of materials
per 1000 Blocks
Soil: 6.30 (m3)
Sand: 1.57 (m3)
Cement: 10.50 (bag)

245mm
4.

d:10mm

AECT Impact 2001 – USA, Texas

Mobile unit
Pact 500 mobile– France

Pact 500 mobile– France

Details

It presents the advantage of saving materials
and providing better heat insulation.

Hydraulic press - India

Soil:
Sand:
Cement:

BLOCK HOLLOW 390

This block can be used for light load bearing
structures up to two floors high.

gravel

Details
1000 Blocks
AECT
Impact 2001 – USA,per
Texas
3

Full block size (L x W x H, in mm) = 299 x 150 x 100
Net volume of material = 4.009 Litres
Gross volume of block = 4.225 Litres
Bearing area = 390 cm²
Void = 10 %
Practical daily productivity for the full size block = 500 Nos.
Number of blocks per bag = 109

Use

Terra Block Duplex II - USA

Terra Block Duplex II - USA

Terra Block - USA

AECT Impact 3000 – USA, Texas

AECT Impact 3000 – USA, Texas

5. Protection flaps, mainly made from different scrap pieces

Storage facility, Tatouine Governorate, Tunis; The Earth From The
Air, Arthus-Bertrand, Thames & Hudson

sand

Quantities of materials
per 1000 Blocks
Soil: 5.87 (m3)
Sand: 1.47 (m3)
Cement: 9.78 (bag)

BLOCK HOLLOW DRY INTERLOCKING 300

Pact 500 – France

Mobile unit

silt

Full block size (L x W x H, in mm) = 295 x 145 x 95
Net volume of material = 4.063 Litres
Gross volume of block = 4.063 Litres
Bearing area = 427 cm²
Void = Not relevant
Practical daily productivity for the full size block = 500 Nos.
Number of blocks per bag = 102

Terra Block - USA

200x200mm

of metal from the local production. The flaps are vertically
fixated to one common rod allowing them all to be easily
manually maneuvered.				

5.

5b. Glass block fill-in, where the program requiers it

AECT Impact 5000 – USA, Texas

5b.

LOCAL WASTE REUSED

AECT Impact 5000 – USA, Texas

6.
6.
Solid timber floorboards					
Impact sound insulating boards				
Counter battens /electrical installations			
Glulam beams						

30mm
20mm
70x145mm
120x400mm

6b.

6b. Reinforcing metal tie
7.
Metall doors
8.
Sun protection, waxed canvas

7.

Vaults
Earth constructions only take forces under compression. The only way of spanning any distances
in earth is therefore working with vaults or domes. The chain formed arch (the Catenary arch) is a
natural shape of a compression only vault. The oldest vaults known in Egypt, the Nubian Vaults, are
for example Catenary arches. The Catenary arch has until recently been the principle basis for all
compression only vaults, and the construction techniques have oftenVAULTED
limited the shapes
of the vaults
STRUCTURES
to being symmetrical. But there is an on going research being deducted on free form compression
only shapes. At the CAAD Chair of the Federal Institute of Technology in Switzerland, new ways of
interpreting the classic vault are being examined and tested. In order to construct these free form
VAULTED
ROOFS
vaults in common bricks or blocks the tile vaulting technique
is used. Two
or more AT
layersMIRRAMUKHI
of thin tiles
constitute the vault and a more even spread of the forces is thus enabled.

9.
Masonry, English cross bond,
CSEB Block Plain 240 (240x120x90mm)		
Tiles
10x10mm

500mm

8.

SCHOOL

Earth Brick Vault Construction, www.earth-auroville.com

Mirramukhi school was built Auroville in 1995 and it was the opportunity to show that the Nubian technique can be used for any kind of shape
and especially for a large span vault. Mirramukhi School has been renamed later on as Deepanam School.
The vault of the multipurpose room started in the corner of the room with a squinche, which grew till it met the diagonal of the room.
Then the vault started, and the window frame was used as a template to insure the proper shape.
9.

Classrooms were covered by cloister domes, built with squinches. These domes, of 5.76m square and 2.25m rise, were built in 6 days by an
average of 6 masons.

Starting the squinche
Wedging a block with a stone chip at the extrados side

Vault under progress
Sticking the block on the gable wall

Tile Vaulting detail, Gustavino Vaulting: The Art Of Structural Tile Stone vaulting - Tile Vaulting, Gustavino Vaulting: The Art Of
Structural Tile
Free form, compression only tile vault, Zürich, Switzerland
Shaffolding in carbord for tile vaulting structure, BLOCKgroup,
ETH, Switzerland

Segmental
vault,
span, on
2.25
the window frame, when
the vault
is 10.35m
wide enough
topm rise
Built
free
spanning in 3 weeks
Applying the
glue on
a block

3 types of vaults, Gustavino Vaulting: The Art Of Structural Tile,
Ochsendorf, John; Princeton Architectural Press, 2010

The main vault has been built in 3 weeks with 4 masons and presents these features:
x Weight: about 30 tons
x Squinche of 7.30 m side and 2.25 m rise
x Segmental vault of 10.35 m span, 2.25 m rise, 6 m long, 17.7 & 14 cm thick.
x Built free spanning with vertical courses

Net of string lines from the corner pipe to the window frame
Building the vault course after course

As shown in Fig. 2, the boxes
are CNC cut and then
assembled together to form a
continuous, primary
formwork surface. The
cardboard boxes are
supported by a system of
aying keys of the bull eye to link it with the
vaultshipping palettes.
Blocks corbelling for the bull eye
stacked
Using palettes for the first
rough approximation of the
final vault shape offers
several advantages: it reduces
the volume of cardboard to be Fig. 2: Cardboard formwork system, showing a) masonry surface, b)
used; it facilitates easy access cardboard boxes, c) palettes, d) de-centering tubes with cardboard
spacers, e) edge registration.
during construction as the
palettes can be arranged in step-like configuration; and it decreases the size of the boxes, ensuring
that the unrolled cutting pattern of the boxes fit to the limited machine-size of the CNC cutting
machine.
Note that using smaller boxes also increases the resolution of the surface and therefore refines the
visual guidework for masons, allowing them to build the surface curvature more accurately with
respect to the generated compression surface.
Since large patches of the tiles may be constructed to follow the complex geometry (unlike in the
traditional method), the cardboard formwork must have the capacity to support sections of the
structure until the masonry surface can stand on its own. As the self-weight of the Catalan vault is
quite low, the cardboard framework provides sufficient support to unfinished, and hence
cantilevering shell segments.

To evaluate the stability of the cardboard boxes used for the formwork, the following
approximation has been used: the
crushing strength of a box of
600x400x400mm, made out of 6.5mm
thick double wave corrugated board, 0.7
kg per square meter, with a ECT value
of around 6kN/m is 4.4kN [6]. Since the
cardboard selected for use is much
stronger than this (7.3mm, ECT 14
kN/m), the compression strength of the
box should be at least 5.5 kN.
Place Lalla Yeddouna / Liisa Gunnarsson
Translated, this renders a formwork
capacity of at least 6 kN per square
meter. These numbers demonstrate that
the static aspects are not decisive for the
box dimension. The final dimension has
been mainly selected based upon the
constraints of palette-size, the surface

10.
Fired earth bricks						
Clay							
Fine gravel						

50mm
20mm
150mm

12.
11.

10.

11.
Hard-fired, glazed, floor tiles with sealed seams
Clay							
Fine gravel						
Coarse gravel
(Drainage, perforated pipe)

20mm
150mm

12.
Paving flags Squinche under way
Fine sand						
Fine gravel						
Coarse gravel
Geotextile mat

20mm
150mm

15.

13.
Reinforced concrete plinth

14.

13.

14.
Drainage, pipe perforated pipe

15. Water drainage; leading the waste water in a semi open

13.

drainage system to the local environmental
management center and a first purification station.
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1. Solar panels for electricity
2. Rainwater harvesting, for use in the production only.
3. Local sewage system for waste water treatment
4. Air channels for extra ventilation of the workshops
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